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Gateway International 360—SCCS Platform Introduction: 
Smart Cloud Control System combines resource management, energy consumption management and operation monitoring, by 
adopting advanced technologies such as the Internet, cloud computing, geographic information, and wireless communication. It 
can significantly improve the level of urban lighting management and provide powerful and practical tools for the lighting control 
and planning. As an important part of a smart city, it integrates multiple functions such as smart lighting, environmental monitoring, 
information publishing, emergency alarm, micro base station, electric vehicle charging station, and intelligent transportation, etc. 
 
1. Monitoring Centre 

Structure: 
Monitoring Centre, as the core part of the whole system, consists of servers, stations, routers, UPS, and related software etc. 
The server collects all the data from fixture driver through wired/wireless network and send scheduled tasks or manual control 
to fixtures. The main computer will show all the working status of devices, record and manage the data, report malfunction, and 
locate, and notify to associated users. 
Main Config: 
1) Intranet Application Server: runs the core software and data processing of the whole system. 
2) Extranet Application Server: runs limited software functions and data processing, including mobile app, workflow, and 

information publishing etc. 
3) Database Server: runs database management system and data warehouse. 
4) IoT Server: Data interaction platform. 
5) API Server: software interface and management. 
6) Workstation: two stations shall be deployed, to run the system. 
7) Router: set up the network center. 
8) Switch: set up the begin level two-layer switch, integrated with firewall module. 
9) LCD Splicing Display: spliced with 46in LCD module by 2x4. 
10) GPS Time Calibration: assure the accuracy of system time. 
11) UPS: backup power supply, to ensure uninterrupted power. 

 
2. Network Server Structure 
 
To support the massive amount of data and device access and to ensure high scalability and security, the network server is supposed 
to use distributed structure; Application server and database server shall be deployed separately; WEB server shall be extended by 
load balancing; Data and Application shall be extended with Server Cluster and IoT access extended by horizontal scaling; Terminal 
devices shall use private network to communicate with platform to ensure data security; Intranet and Extranet shall both be deployed 
with application server, to ensure subtilized control and security. 
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Server Network Structure Diagram 
 
 
3. Software 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Functional Structure: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Big Screen Display 
Big Screen shows the main operational index and statistics, providing visual data presentation to administrators. Project status will 
be displayed in real time; Interface design will be highly user-friendly and further information acquiring is also supported. 
Main Functions: 
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 Environmental Information: temperature, humidity, light, rain, air pressure, wind speed/direction, PM10, PM2.5 and PM1.0 etc. 
 Energy Report: shows the energy consumption statistics of IoT devices including fixture, camera, screen, and speaker etc. 
 Alarm: shows all the alarms from the platform. 
 Maintenance System: shows maintenance work status. 
 Device Management: shows the working status of all IoT devices. 
 Security Monitoring: shows real-time images from all cameras and highlights important information. 
 
5. GIS 
GIS module provides a real-time and visual geographic information service based on the actual geographic information and lighting 
installation of the project. The dynamic map could swift between 2D map and satellite map. It shows the geographic environment 
around every monitoring point, enables free mapping scale and real-time monitoring of the operation status of lighting devices. 
Main Functions: 
 Map: Google Map based, supports both 2D and satellite maps, free drag, zoom and ranging etc. 
 All devices will be shown on the map and shown in different colors for different status. 
 A Scene Management Quick Access Panel is shown on the map, including the management of street lighting, smart pole, and 

tunnel lighting etc. and setting task for different scenes. 
 Device Locating: a search bar on the map for quick searching devices by its address or name, and auto locate the device on 

map. 
 Area/Road Management: a connection line between poles and cabinet/gateway shown on the map, and coordinates for each 

device. 
 Statistical Analysis: data of all devices, alarms and energy consumption will be stored on the platform and can be shown as 

sheets/diagrams when needed. 
 
6. Street Lighting System 
Street lighting system is used to deploy street lighting devices of a new project and manage the devices. 
Main Functions: 
 Visualized Monitoring and Control: all poles, controllers, cabinets, and sensors will be shown and managed on map. 
 Scheduled Task: tasks on single fixture, cabinet and groups of devices are all configurable. 
 Alarms: supports including alarms for all malfunctions, history of all alarms occurred, device locating and manual alarm control 

etc. 
 Device Management: all devices can be added or deleted on platform and parameters of all devices shall be configurable. 
 Data Management: including history data of all devices, working voltage/ current, user operations, will be recorded and stored. 
 Energy Saving: generate energy consumption stats and diagrams for all devices in hour/day/month/year. 
 User Management: supports full authority management of all users 
 Supports both task control and manual control. Tasks shall be configurable by time or dates 
 Supports free grouping of all devices selected and group control like switching on/off and dimming. 
 Cabinet and its underling poles are both shown on map and their connection shall be shown by clicking the cabinet, to offer a 

quick locating of malfunctions. 
 Fixture & Cabinet Functions: 

1. Cabinet monitoring and control: 3 phases control, status query. 
2. Single fixture monitoring and control: remote switching on/off and dimming control. 
3. Device Status: remote query and check the status of each device. 
4. Scheduled Control: setting scheduled tasks to control fixture. 
5. Alarm: malfunction of devices will trigger the alarm and reported to the platform; user can track each alarm and locate 

precisely on the map of the malfunction to ensure more efficient maintenance work. 
6. Auto Report: auto report of device info and alarms. 
7. Info Display: shows connection structure, device info and working status of the lighting system and devices. 
8. Statistics: generate important statistics, energy saving stats by day, week, month, or year. 
9. Asset Management: supports management of all devices including the data input of devices, config, delete and query 

etc. 
 Shall support OTA updates for both software and hardware. 
 Shall support anti-theft for powerlines. Alarms shall be trigger when detecting cable theft. 
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7. Smart Pole 
Smart Pole is based on traditional lighting pole, integrating smart devices like camera, base station, Wi-Fi, screen display, charging 
pile and environmental sensor etc. Supported with the powerful management software platform, it generates the functions like smart 
lighting, energy saving, smart security, wireless city, smart sensor, smart traffic, and smart municipal service etc., to accelerate the 
construction of smart city. 
Main Functions: 
 Map: smart poles will be displayed and allows direct control on the map. 
 Device Management: management of all devices. 
 Device Application: applications for each kind of device on the platform. 
 Smart Analysis: supports smart security monitoring, action analysis and face identification etc. 
 Data Interaction: data interaction with systems like GIS, monitoring, mobile app, and production management etc. 
 Statistics: display the information of all devices including amount, functioning rate, and alarms etc., and generate statistics like 

energy consumption to the platform. 
 Device Config: support remote config of system devices. 
 Notification Centre: support notification of device and system information and allows interaction with big platforms. 
 
8. Lighting Show System 
Lighting show system provides the remote control and monitoring of city landscape lighting and façade lighting, combining wireless 
network, system control, IoT technique, GIS, and associated control devices. 
Main Functions: 
 Allows control both on PC and mobile devices. 
 4-level Control Access: including circuit control, individual control, area control and overall control; control methods are all 

configurable and schedulable. 
 Monitoring: monitor the network status, energy consumption, working current/voltage, scene operation and statistic generating 

etc. 
 3-level Authority Management: like administrator, senior user, and common user. 
 Allows access from third-party devices or systems. 
 One-button Control: one-button scene control of up to 1500 devices with the time migration under 200ms. 
 Supports remote config of strong electricity, LED divided controller and local network server etc., and malfunction alarm and 

uninterrupted communication. 
 
 
 
9. Mobile APP 
Mobile Application (Android version is designed to provide convenient and sufficient system control access for users. It allows remote 
monitoring and control of the lighting projects on mobile phones, to greatly reduce human resource requirement and workload. 
Main Functions: 
 GIS: based on Google map, all devices will be shown on map. 
 Scheduled Tasks: to assign routine tasks and jobs and config. 
 Maintenance Management: provides full workflow of maintenance. 
 Remote Control: basic control of lighting devices. 
 Alarm: notification of all alarms and config. 
 
 
10. Alarm System 
An alarm system is to monitor the running status of projects. When abnormal conditions occur, it will generate alarms to inform users 
about the conditions ensure timely measures. 
Main Functions: 
 Alarm instantly shown on platform when malfunction occurred. 
 User can receive alarm notifications through email/GMS. 
 Configurable thresholds and can be modified on platform. 
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 All the alarms will be recorded and stored on platform for back-trace. 
 Alarms will include: 

 Station: 
 Accidental Light on/off 
 Over Current/Voltage 
 Under Voltage 
 Power Outage 
 Phase Failure 
 Earth Leakage 
 Door Open 
 Water in Cabinet 
 RTU Offline 
 … 
 Fixture: 
 Accidental Light on/off 
 Fixture Failure 
 Power Failure 
 Node Lost 
 Relay Fault 
 Over Current/Voltage 
 Pole Tilt 
 Cable Theft 

 
 
11. Task Management 

To schedule task control of all devices 
 

Main Functions: 
 A dedicated interface/window for task management 
 Group Task of different objects including cabinet, fixture, and sensor. 
 Task can be a combination of switching on/off and dimming rules, with repetition once, hourly, daily, weekly, monthly, 

and annually etc. 
 All task deploying and operating will be recorded and traceable. 
12. Asset Management 
Main Functions: 
 Have a dedicated interface/window for asset management and allows adding, deleting, and editing asset config. 
 Integrated with the monitoring system and generate associated asset information when adding devices. 
 Basic asset information is shown on the map. 
 Complete ledger management system 
 
13. Maintenance System 
A systematized and standardized maintenance workflow system provides efficient auto work assignment and 
management, to greatly reduce workload. 
 
14.0 Main Functions: 
 Have a dedicated interface/window for maintenance management and allows editing and tracking of workflow. 
 Directly assign job upon reported malfunction. 
 Configurable job and approval process. 
 List of jobs in-flow and accomplished. 
 Allows job transfer between different departments. 
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 On mobile app shows workflow and operating status. 
 
 
 
14. 1 System 
User Management: 
 User Setting, includes authentication, password, profile, and notification etc. 
 Users can be divided by Organizations, Departments, Positions and Projects. 
 Users’ access to each part or functions of the platform like sub-systems, functions, alarms, and other data, can be 

modified by administrator. 
 Push notifications can be set to different users from different departments/organizations. 
 
14.2 Project Management 
All projects can be managed on one platform. 
Projects can be divided by country, area, department, or device.  
Allows batch input of devices and auto reads device UID. 
Config the notification settings for each project and user under. 
 
14.3 Capacity and Extension 
 Supports street lighting, façade lighting, solar lighting, smart pole and IoT sensor all on one platform and allows 

further extended functions or devices. 
 Allows devices using PLC, RF, LoRa and Cellular communication managed all on one platform. 
 Can provide software API, hardware SDK and necessary technical help for the interaction and integration with other 

systems and devices. 
 Support protocols like MQTT for further integration. 


